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Batchelor, Gordon Herbert  
(SFTS Course Unknown, Possibly Course 12) 

Batchelor, of Higham, Kent, joined the RAFVR in June 1939, as an Airman u/t Pilot 
(748532). He was called up on 1 September and with his training completed at the SFTS , 
Cranwell, on 20 September 1940, he went on to 7 OTU, Harwarden, on the 23rd. (These 
dates are taken from Kenneth Wynn’s manual Men of the Battle of Britain, and would 
suggest that Batchelor attended SFTS Course 12, but there is no record of him either on 
the College’s archived listing of Course 12 or on the course photograph.)  

After converting to Spitfires, he joined 54 Squadron at Catterick on 14 October. 

On 27 October, he damaged a Ju 88. He was still with the Squadron when he was 
shutdown near Lens on a Circus operation - mass fighter escort to bomber operation - on 
9 July 1941. 

Batchelor died, as a PoW, on 15 April 1942. He is buried in Hamburg Cemetery, Ohlsdorf, 
Germany. He was 23. 

                                                                   __________ 

Our research has been unable to verify some of the squadron movements and 
(re)deployments, but we have established the contribution made by Cranwellians in 11 
squadrons (56, 151, 249, 253, 264, 312, 601, 603 605, 615 and 616 Sqns) which were 
deployed across Fighter Command during the Battle of Britain. 

Of the ‘Pan-Group’ airmen shown below, all were flight cadets except for Percival Ross-
Frames Burton and Geoffrey Page, both of whom underwent flying training at the SFTS 
Cranwell.

Richard Barclay (249 Sqn) was an ‘ace’, destroying five Luftwaffe aircraft. 

FV Beamish is one of the famous Beamish brothers and entered the College with a 
Wakefield Scholarship. He was a very “hands-on” station commander of RAF North Weald, 
flying regularly with his resident squadrons (56, 151, 249 and 257 when in 11 Group). We 
have been only able to verify (but have no reason to dispute) four of his claims of 10 
enemy aircraft destroyed. Following the award of an AFC before the war, he was 
mentioned in despatches in February 1940, appointed a companion of the DSO in July 
1940, awarded a DFC in November 1940 and a bar to the DSO in September 1941, and 
finally was mentioned in despatches again in January 1942. As an Acting Wg Cdr, he was 
killed in action in March 1942.

Of others from these “Pan-Group” Squadrons, three pilots lost their lives in 11 Group 
operations - Percival Burton, Noel Benson and Peter Crofts.
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Tidman, Alfred Roberts  
(SFTS Course Unknown, Possibly Course 12) 

Tidman, of Lincolnshire, joined the RAFVR around March 1939, as am Airman u/t Pilot 
(754484). Called up on 1 September, he completed his training at the SFTS at Cranwell on 
20 September. (These dates are taken from Kenneth Wynn’s manual Men of the Battle of 
Britain, and would suggest that Batchelor attended SFTS Course 12, but there is no record 
of him either on the College’s archived listing of Course 12 or on the course photograph.)  

He was commissioned the next day and arrived at 7 OTU, Harwarden, and, after 
converting to Spitfires, he joined 64 Squadron at Leconfield on 6 October. Tidman flew his 
first sortie on the 11th. 

He was posted to 123 Squadron, on its reformation at Turnhouse, on 10 May 1941. Later 
Tidman was posted to 602 Squadron at Kenley, to gain operational experience. He was 
shot down and killed on 17 September 1941, on his fourth flight with the squadron. 

Tidman was 23. He is buried in Bergen-op-Zoom War Cemetery, Netherlands. 

 
Not strictly part of 11 Gp, but based at RAF Tangmere, the Fighter Interception Unit was 
formed and commanded by Peter Chamberlain, following his pioneering development work 
on air interception radar. Henry Eeles is also unique in that he is one Cranwellian who 
declined the offer of the Battle of Britain Clasp, despite having earned it as OC 263 Sqn 
operating Whirlwind and Hurricane aircraft. Charles Bacon, Ferdinand Baraldi and David 
Fulford were three Cranwellian participants who received their flying training from the 
SFTS at RAF Cranwell. 

On 12 Group operations, Tim Vigors (222 Sqn) appears to have been the outstanding 
Cranwellian ‘ace’ with five successes during the Battle of Britain.  

Arguably a better known Cranwellian in 12 Group was Sir Douglas Bader who, as OC 242 
Sqn, famously advocated the ‘Big Wing’ Ops concept despite fierce opposition from 11 
Gp who, being closer to the enemy lines, could not assemble a comparable ‘Big Wing’ in 
time to repel the oncoming Luftwaffe forces; they opted for finger four formations attacking 
the enemy aircraft in pairs, a mode d’emploi which was to become SOP in ‘Rodeo’ fighter 
sweeps over France after the Battle of Britain had been won. Bader was attributed four 
successes (1½ x Do 17, 1 x Bf109, 1 x Bf110) in the Battle of Britain. It is postulated that 
he was shot down - some believe blue-on-blue - in 1941, captured by the Germans and 
enjoyed the hospitality of Colditz Castle till the end of the war. 

Having been posted from 1 Sqn to 242 Sqn on 21 September, Michael Homer was shot 
down and killed on 27 September when his Hurricane aircraft P2967 crashed into a wood 
near Sittingbourne. 
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